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Natur   of demand Government's reaction 

8. The Senior Basic School at Chauldari This demand is premature, as even the should 
be aised to the standard of a existing Bengali-medium Higher Secon-full-fledged 
Bengali Higher Secondary dary School at Port Blair, which is not far School. from   
Chauldari,   has spare   capacity. 

9. Bengali off sets in all Administrative The presumption that only Bengali officers 
Departments should be so distributed would accord fair treatment to Bengali as  to  sect  e  
fair  treatment   to  the        settlers, is not correct. 
Bengali set '.ers in Government offices. 

10. No restrict on; should be imposed on Only the inter-tehsil movement of paddy 
the free m- vement of the agricultural or rice is restricted, and no special con- 
produce of the settlers. cession  in   the matter   can  be  given  to 

Bengali settlers alone. Permits for suoh 
movement are granted freely. There are no 
other restrictions on movement of produce. 

• 
11. Police repi sssion  on  Bengali settlers    The allegation is not  correct, should be  

stopped. 

12. Families se tied in Neil Island should The matter has been considered, and it is immediate f 
be removed to other felt that there is no need to shift these places. families to other 
places. 

13. Bengalies 10 ild be given first pre- Priority is already being given to Bengali ference for 
;ettlement in these islands.       settler   families   for    settlement   in   the 

Islands under the Accelerated Development 
Programme. 

14. Improvenv it of communication and Necessary schemes have already been in- 
water sup (y in settlement areas. eluded  in  the  Fourth  fiive Year    Plan. 

12 NOON 

RE LATE P EGEIPT OF   AGENDA 
PAPERS 

SHRI MAH WIR TYAGI (Uttar Pradesh) : 
Sir, before we proceed further with the business 
o ' the day I would like to-point out an> to 
inform you that the agenda of tod y was not 
received1 at our residences till o or half past 
ten. Unless we have enoi ?h time to study and 
go through the pipers it is not possible for us to 
take up the work of the day. I do not want to re 
|u<-st you to adjourn today; we shall cam on 
but for the future for God's sake pl< ase do 
arrange that we get our daily dak early in the 
morning. The Lok Sabha M mbers get it at six 
or half past six but \ e always get it at nine or 
ten of the clack. 

MR. CHAT \MAN : I will look into it. 

 
SHRI N. G. GORAY (Maharashtra) : I 

would also like to supp'ort him. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : I have already said that 
I will look into it. 

SHRI N. G. GORAY : I have raised this 
question with the Secretary and he explained to 
me that theyjj have not enough personnel and 
the machinery is not available because the Lok 
Sabha papers get precedence. If that is so, let 
us   have   a   parallel   machinery. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : I will discuss with my 
Secretary. My Secretary informs me that as 
soon as the papers are received they are 
despatched. I will go into it more deeply and 
find out where the fault lies. 
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CALLING   ATTENTION TO  A 
MATTER OF URGENT PUBLIC 1M- 

PORTANACE 

REPORTED   LARGE-SCALE   SMUGGLING    OP 
AUTOMATIC   WEAPONS   FROM   THE   ORD-

NANCE   FACTORY,   KANPUR 

SHRI P. C. MITRA (Bihar) : Sir, with your 
permission I beg to call the attention of the 
Minister of the Defence to reported large scale 
smuggling of automatic weapons from the 
Ordnance Factory, Kanpur. 

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE, STEEL 
AND HEAVY ENGINEERING (SARDAR 
SWARAN SINGH) : Sir, On the 24th April, 
1970 the General Manager of the Small Arms 
Factory, Kanpur acting on a complaint by the 
store staff, discovered loss of certain quantities 
of Silver Brazing Foils and some pieces oi" 
copper. The Police who were called in took up 
investigation and have reportedly recovered, on 
information by a factory employee, a few 
kilograms of the melted material from a local 
shop. Three industrial employees of the factory 
who were suspected, appear to have •confessed 
to the Police their involvement in this theft and 
also in two thefts of certain brass items from 
the factory, which have earlier been reported to 
the Police by the General Manager. 

t[    ]  Hindi transliteration. 

 


